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building a tree in the scene in nuke is easy. the tree is built
by the tree nodes. a node can be connected with other
nodes, and you can use the “branches”, “leaves”, and “leaf
append node” to connect the tree. sometimes in nuke, you
may need to use the “+” button or right click to build a new
node. this is not only simple, but also convenient and easy
to use. vray 1.7 – render with vray 1.7, render with
unprecedented geometric fidelity. with all of vray’s features
and support of your favorite post production software
(autodesk 3ds max, rhino, maya, softimage, …), …
1.support both indoor and outdoor environment. 2.support
the user-controlled creation of foliage and grass. 3.support
user-controlled creation of the view point through foliage.
4.support creating leaf types such as leaves, falling leaves
and growing leaves. 5.support the creation of effects for
leaves, such as falling leaves, blinking leaves, and fragrant
leaves. 6.support creating tree types, such as trees and
reeds.7.support user-controlled creation of … such as the
view point through foliage, foliage and the view point
through foliage, foliage, …8. designed with extreme clarity
and ease of use, speedtree game brings a new form of
creative expression to digital media. the core team takes
pride in simplicity and efficiency to make your pipeline as
painless as possible.speedtree game contains the basic
modules for the creation of professional trees – all in one
easy to use interface. it features an intuitive interface which
allows you to speedily create your tree with perfect
precision. the film set and gaming community has been
using speedtree game for years and it’s now time to bring
this efficient workflow to your digital productions.
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designed for a wide range of projects, from desktop
animation to film and games; integrated into all major nuke-

compatible external compositing, editorial and traditional
tools. whether to provide high-end vegetation with an
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exquisite look or simple place to get a few trees, speedtree
can meet nearly all your needs. the easy-to-use interface
gives users an easy to use workflow and the creativity to

quickly and easily explore unlimited possibilities. the
maximum tree density is five levels. tree growth begins with
a bare area, which is then filled with leaves and branches.
leaves increase in size and number until a leaf with enough
force to support its own weight falls. the fall of a leaf does
not immediately change the state of the tree. when the

wind is strong or there is a strong fall, the tree loses leaves.
the wind stops and leaves start to form. the entire growth

process takes approximately one hour.at normal
temperature and moisture, trees do not grow and the

leaves stay where they fall. when the air temperature is
low, or water is in shortage, however, trees become

unproductive and leaves drop spontaneously. a tree has a
set of cycles called dynamic cycles. the dynamic cycles
simulate the behavior of real trees and are based on the
results of atmospheric and water simulation models. the

internal cycles of wind can affect a tree, as well as rain and
sunshine conditions, temperature, and time of the day.

trees also have dynamic collision and destruction behaviors.
trees collapse when the wind speeds up dramatically or

when they are subjected to massive rain, or in the case that
the tree size is about to exceed its own maximum limit.
leaves can be easily added and removed. if the tree is

rotated, the new leaf positions and sizes should be
consistent to maintain the tree’s weight balance. use

speedtree composer and animate/infuse to exchange live
footage with the auto-generated trees. 5ec8ef588b
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